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This is just my opinion and can be discovered with internet research anyone can do

I am a long-time reader of Miles Mathis and recently a colleague of mine at work told me about this
Otto Warmbier (OW*) story from 2017 (Reuters news) and I said to him, nice story but it is 
probably fake. This is what Miles has brought to the world, a keen sense for fakery, but I was 
surprised, my colleague actually asked why I thought it was fake. Most people just shrug it off and 
do not want to know, they want to stay in their safety bubble world and just 'live', which is 
understandable, humans are beings of comfort (for the most part). Anyway, I decided to put this 
lukewarm beer story through the Miles Mathis Method (MMM) and see if I could spot some red 
flags, prove the story is fake and discover anything else.

I am not as good as Miles with the geneaology searching and this is my first time writing an article 
like this, so I hope it will be decent enough. So with that disclaimer out of the way let us start.

For anyone not familiar with the story, OW's wiki page: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_Warmbier  is a good place to start. That is also where I started 
by first looking at his parents, but not before I checked if he is Jewish and yes he is**. In case you 
were wondering.  Warmbier is the American college student who supposedly got arrested in North 
Korea for stealing a government poster, fell ill in jail, was returned to the US, and died.  

OW's father is Fred Warmbier, but that gives no result with Geni.com, so I searched Intelius and his
real name is Frederick Allan Warmbier. With that name I searched at Geni again and found Fred's 
parents as Michael C. Warmbier (1st Lt US army) and Joan Marie Warmbier (nee McGeein). Going 
back further I found the name Wegner and nothing else, the women are scrubbed in the Warmbier 
line, the male line goes to its German origin where 'warm bier' means warm beer, in Dutch 'warm 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-northkorea-usa-student-arrest-idUSKCN0V1063
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_Warmbier


bier' also means warm beer, nobody wants to drink that, “dan drink ik liever pis”, a common Dutch 
saying, ha.

On the side of Marie McGeein  I found the names Doyle, O'Grady and Fitzgerald as ancestors and 
peerage names.

OW's mother is Cynthia Warmbier ("Cindy", née Garber) daughter of Charles Garber and [first 
name private] Garber (Donn), I found the first name through findagrave for Charles Garber: 
https://nl.findagrave.com/memorial/124879003/charles-garber, it is Frieda Garber in the little news 
snippet.  Going back further I found Goldman, Schwartz, Mordka (Mordecai?), Novishansky.

With due respect to Miles, this geneaology searching is exhausting, I guess the more you do it that it
gets easier.  I am pretty happy with the result; I may have missed a lot, but we now know for sure 
OW is Jewish and that he descends from peerage names and his lines hail from Germany, Ukraine 
and Poland. And the Geni pages are managed by someone named Wolfson.

Before we get to the Korea story I will show why I think OW is also an “actor” and gay next to 
being Jewish. The “acting” part is pretty obvious when you watch this YT video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ8CINk20rQ 

I double quoted acting because it is very very bad acting, convincing no one but the most gullible; 
the forced grimaced sad face says it all. Then comes the tissue to wipe his dry nose and eyes... I 
laughed out loud, not sure that is the reaction they wanted people to get...

Another very unconvincing part is where he seems to start praying, but with his hands together, 
Jews do not pray like that, that is more Christian and then he says: “if you are there, please save 
this poor and innocent scapegoat.”, seems very scripted and an unnatural thing to do.

Also he tries to act emotional and fails, but there are also parts where he is calm and collected and 
speaks very normal and sure of himself, this is not logical. That is it for the “acting” part, let us see 
how gay OW is. I am not 100% sure he is gay but because Miles has shown it to be true time and 
time again with a lot of other actors in projects we can better assume he is until proven otherwise. I 
found a few 'suspect' pictures: 

Now about OW's trip to North Korea... but before we get there let's start with where he liked to 
travel before North Korea, he “naturally” developed a liking to travel to dangerous countries! His 
first “vacation” is to Israel his “home” country and then to Europe, he was probably in several 
European countries; so far nothing strange. His next two trips are to Cuba; still pretty safe and 
normal (it is another state of the US as Miles has proven) and then Ecuador. I know for a fact 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ8CINk20rQ
https://nl.findagrave.com/memorial/124879003/charles-garber


Ecuador is not safe, you really have to keep to yourself and be careful who you trust, unless you 
know local people it is better stay with the group or a guide or both. After he got his toes wet he 
decided to go to North Korea (on a whim apparently) fully knowing it is “dangerous”. He did travel 
with a group and the trip was booked with 'Young Pioneer Tours' a lovely bunch of people that 
advertise with the following statement “destinations your mother would rather you stay away 
from”. So it is tours for thrillseekers and people that like to be imprisoned and possibly die. Young 
Pioneer Tours was founded by Troy Michael Collings and Gareth Johnson.  Troy Collings 
(allegedly) died March this year; he also helped getting the borders of North Korea opened after 
2015. I could not find much on these two, the website looks legit and I think they actually book 
tours... I can only guess it is also used as a front for intelligence operations.

OW travelled with a group, here is a nice picture of them, were some of them have a third eye on 
their foreheads:

What does that signify? Could be innocent, could be something.. I will let the reader decide.  Miles: 
it isn't innocent, also note the handsign.  

The group stayed in the Yanggakdo International Hotel where on January 1st 2016 OW allegedly 
tried to steal a propaganda poster that said “Let's arm ourselves strongly with Kim Jong-il's 
patriotism!" and this from a staff-only area in the hotel. The released security footage is too dark 
and grainy and some commenters said that it does not look like OW in the video, I concur, it is also 
a whopping 8 seconds long.

On January 2nd 2016 OW was arrested at the Pyongyang International Airport while waiting to 
depart that very day, tough luck. One of the tour members Danny Gratton commented: “No words 
were spoken. Two guards just came over and simply tapped Otto on the shoulder and led him away.
I just said kind of quite nervously, 'Well, that's the last we'll see of you.' There's a great irony in 
those words. That was it. That was the last physical time I saw Otto, ever. Otto didn't resist. He 
didn't look scared. He sort of half-smiled”

OW half-smiled while he was arrested, this smile can be better described as the 'knowing smile'. 
Did he know more? My guess is he knew that this was the start of his official first big 'intelligence' 
operation... he was ready.

Another question is; how did they know to arrest OW? The security footage is not clear. I would 
say this also points to my guess that this was all planned in advance and OW was in on it. An agent 
that had been in  training for a while now, he knowingly smiled at his arrest because he knew the 
real game was afoot.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N8qZRyIWTf4


Six weeks no one heard from OW until the press conference on February 29, 2016 (leap day); we 
already witnessed the bad acting, but what else was said. Well, he confessed to plotting to steal the 
poster and that it was at the behest of a Methodist church in his hometown and the Z Society, a 
secret society at the University of Virginia that he wished to join, both of which he said were allied 
with the Central Intelligence Agency. This is straight from Wiki, the church and the Z Society are 
both CIA fronts. This does concur with my reading of him being an agent and this all having been 
planned/staged.   

On March 16, 2016 OW was tried and convicted in North Korea's Supreme Court. He was charged 
with subversion and sentenced to 15 years of hard labor. He spent 17 months in prison, he was 
released and brought back to America on June 13, 2017.  Only something was amiss, he came back 
in a comatose state, he was said to have been tortured by the North Koreans. This is how he arrived:

Doctors found out OW had extensive loss of brain tissue due to oxygen deprivation probably caused
by cardiac arrest. On further examination doctors could find no signs of torture, I quote wiki:

 "His doctors found no evidence of physical abuse or torture; scans of Warmbier's neck and head were 
normal outside of the brain injury. They added "We didn't see any evidence of healing fractures or 
healed fractures that would have been within that time frame" and that "We believe that for somebody 
who had been bedridden for more than a year, that his body was in excellent condition, that his skin 
was in excellent condition" 

Those North Korean prisons are nasty, 17 months in and your body comes out in an excellent 
condition? So OW was never tortured. Was the brain damage real?

After OW's parents requested to have his feeding tube removed, he allegedly died June 19, 2017 at 
2:20 PM at the age of 22 (double 11)

After OW's death his parents refused to have an autopsy done, this is strange because the parents 
wanted to blame North Korea for their son's death and an autopsy could find evidence that they did 
do something to him. In news articles I found that the parents did not want an autopsy because of 
their beliefs (ie being Jewish). Unfortunately for them I am quite familiar with Judaism and there is 
no real hard rule that says autopsies can not be done. What is a hard rule in Judaism is that you 
should do everything to save a life, this makes the removal of the feeding tube on the behest of the 
parents very strange, Jews would not do this.  Remember Ariel Sharon? The general and politician 
from Israel, he was in a coma for 8 years! OW's parents had his feeding tube removed after a mere 6
days...

So is Otto Warmbier really dead? Who knows, he does have a tombstone with a Tony's bar on it: 



My guess is that at age 22 he went deeper into intelligence and started his life as an operative.

That is all I got, Archer out.

*I am going to call Otto Warmbier: OW, to not have to type his name all the time and to allude to OJ Simpson
aka OJ, for the fake trial, in the case of OW, a fake confession.

** Times of Israel: Otto Warmbier’s family kept his Jewishness under wraps while North Korea held him 
hostage: https://www.timesofisrael.com/otto-warmbiers-family-kept-his-jewishness-under-wraps-while-north-
korea-held-him-hostage/ 
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